Three-dimensional visualization and virtual simulation of resections in pediatric solid tumors.
Three-dimensional visualization of solid tumors is possible because of high-resolution computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging scans. However, additional preoperative information is often desirable in complex malignancies. For the first time, the authors present a model of preoperative 3-dimensional visualization and virtual resections in pediatric solid tumors. Image analysis of various pediatric tumors was performed using the research software HepaVision2 (MeVis, Bremen). Organs, tumors, and the vascular system were extracted from multislice computed tomography scans. After hierarchical analysis of the vascular system, territories supplied or drained by the major vascular branches were calculated. Results were explored and virtual resections of organs were carried out using the research software InterventionPlanner (MeVis, Bremen). Data were correlated to intraoperative findings. Four hepatic malignancies, 4 renal tumors, and 3 other neoplasms were analyzed. The technique of 3-dimensional visualization was feasible for all investigated children (mean age 5 years and 9 months). Spatial relations between physiological and pathological structures were identified, and anatomical structures (vessels, tumor tissue, and organ parenchyma) were determined using colorimetric encoding. Virtual simulations of tumor resection were used successfully for planning of surgical procedures in the hepatic and renal tumors. The technique of 3-dimensional tumor visualization and virtual simulation of tumor resections provides the basis for a successful planning of complex tumor resections in children. The efficiency of these techniques should be further analyzed in series with higher numbers and differentiations of tumors.